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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce the concept of a Large-Scale Intelligent
Environment (LSIE) and provide an introduction to the use of bigraphs as a formal
method for description and modelling. We then propose our MacroIE model as a solution
to the LSIE problem and describe how that model may be implemented to achieve a
continuity-of-experience to end users as they travel from place-to-place (a technology we
call FollowMe). Our initial experiments with these implementations are presented, providing
some valuable insights and promise for future refinement towards real-world deployment.
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1. Introduction
Intelligent Environments are a wonderful example of ubiquitous computing [1,2], but ask two different
research groups what an Intelligent Environment (IE) is, and you may get two fundamentally different
answers. In our vision, an IE is a “common” space (such as a home, classroom or office) that contains
a plethora of embedded computer devices that are interconnected and work together to enrich user
experiences. These devices are generally controlled by a group of intelligent software agents that sense,
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reason and act to achieve certain goals on behalf of the user. Thus, an IE itself exhibits an ambient
intelligence (AmI) quality that we as occupants perceive through environment adaptation.
An IE is able to recognise human occupants, reason with context and adapt itself to meet occupant
needs by learning from their behaviour [3]. The University of Essex has a purpose built IE called the
iSpace, which is a fully functioning apartment (complete with bedrooms, kitchen, bathrooms, etc.), that
has been augmented by a plethora of sensors and imbued with AmI. The iSpace contains false walls and
false ceilings, allowing devices to be embedded directly into the fabric of the apartment. By using a
distributed architecture for device deployment and interconnection, the iSpace acts as a template for the
creation of new spaces. This architecture accounts for technology heterogeneity by using gateways that
act as proxies for individual technologies; each gateway presents virtual devices to the IE network and
translates action invocations into native actions (using some suitable middleware, such as Universal Plug
and Play (UPnP) [4,5]). In this way, the technology deployment within an IE can be heterogeneous, but
the network is homogeneous, and so, intelligent software agents can communicate with any device that is
connected. This virtualisation approach also permits the creation of abstract devices; to give a practical
example: each individual light in an environment can be represented on the network to expose control
functionality (on/off/set-level). This allows remote control of the lighting, as well as the brightness
level of each individual lighting unit. Having control over individual units, while desirable in some
circumstances, is not always convenient. Ideally, we would also have control over groups of lights (e.g.,
living room lights, kitchen lights, and so on). Our architecture allows for these abstract groupings to also
be natively represented.
Each IE has a set of users, each user owning their own user profile and each user profile containing a
unique set of preferences and applications. Applications has a specific meaning in this context; users can
create their own applications by composing resources that are available within an IE on an ad hoc basis.
It follows that an event occurring (e.g., a DVD player powering on) would trigger a rule in an intelligent
agent, causing the agent to dim the living room lights and close the curtains. The user could call this
their “movie application”, and it would be unique to that particular user.
The majority of our prior research has been conducted at this apartment scale and has led us to engage
in a project called ScaleUp that is investigating the theme of increased IE deployment size towards
Large-Scale Intelligent Environments (LSIE). ScaleUp is a collaboration between the University of Essex
(UK) and King Abdulaziz University (Saudi Arabia), with the aim of addressing the scalability issues
associated with realising a real-world LSIE deployment. Unfortunately, it is not as simple as taking
the existing principles and applying those to a larger physical space. As the space grows in physical
size, it becomes exponentially more expensive in terms of implementation time, money and resource
management. It is a natural progression for these environments to scale up, so it is vital that these
scalability issues are resolved (the outline of this project is given in greater detail in a previous paper [6]).
We begin this paper by providing a brief overview of work that relates to LSIE realisation (Section 2).
This is followed by an introduction to the use of bigraphical notation in describing IE systems
(Section 3)—a methodology we are currently experimenting with and hope to make popular across the
field. The focus of this paper proposes the use of IE composition to realise an LSIE and address the main
scalability issues; we call this a MacroIE (Section 4). To illustrate this, we describe how the user profile
that is associated with a person can follow them from IE to IE (an extension of our previous FollowMe
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work). The work is made concrete through three implementation approaches (Section 5) and associated
experimental results (Section 6).
2. Related Work
Some of the earliest purpose built IE examples are the “Intelligent room”, built in Bristol, UK [7],
and the iSpace, built at The University of Essex [8]. Since then, the field has made massive strides
of progress, with other spaces being built; examples include workplace environments: the “smart lab”
at the University of Deusto [9]; and home place environments: the Phillips “HomeLab”[10], which is
a fully functional apartment similar to the iSpace. The Cisco “Internet House”, while larger than an
apartment, was built to show an environment with an always-on internet connection and appliances that
could be controlled via the internet (it also is an example of how different research groups interpret an
IE differently). The model that these other environments propose would allow them to fit into the model
this paper proposes, creating potential opportunities for collaboration between research groups, which
would be the first step towards the unification of research in this area.
Much of the existing literature within the field reports on work that has had a focus on the internal
aspects of an IE, but there are indications that the field as a whole is starting to consider IE deployment
on a larger scale [11–13].
The increasingly popular movement of the Internet of Things (IoT) [14] is converging towards an
IE ideology [15]. IoT started life with the vision of creating an environment full of objects that were
uniquely identified by pointers to a centralised database, in order to change a user’s experience of that
environment for the better [16,17]. This vision has evolved and now has been stated as “Things having
identities and virtual personalities operating in smart spaces using intelligent interfaces to connect and
communicate within social, environmental and user contexts” [17]. Although AmI was not part of the
original IoT vision, the convergence of ideas has seen its incorporation [18,19]. The IoT suffers from the
similar problems of IEs in that there is very apparent fragmentation in the research taking place; many
different bodies actually supplying different, yet overlapping definitions of the IoT [11,20–22]. It will be
interesting to follow the trajectory of this research to see if it starts to overlap with the field of IEs further.
Publications are starting to appear that note that there is a desire to start scaling up existing
implementations of pervasive computing [23,24]. The fact that the majority of these publications
only briefly touch upon the topic of inter-IE communication and scaling provides further emphasis on
the originality and novelty of the proposed research area. Just as publications are starting to appear
on scaling up these environments, other research groups have stated a need for a beneficial formal
framework [25–27] through which to model and describe the various works. These papers tend to
focus on implementations of proprietary methods for specific, existing implementations. It is apparent
that the community needs a more abstract solution that would serve the entire community as a whole,
rather than niche cases. Habib published a paper [28] on bringing together geographically separated IEs;
however, this paper uses a virtual world in an attempt to bring together these geographically separated
environments (similar to the concepts outlined in [29,30]). Our work is focussed more towards bringing
together these environments in the physical world; though it would be feasible to say that these ideas
could be implemented in the virtual world, as well. There has been some movement into creating larger
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scale environments, such as [31], but this particular instance is aimed at creating large data sets from a
series of individual environments.
3. Bigraphical Notation for IE Description
There is an outstanding and recognised need within the IE field for common formalisms that enable IE
design to be described and modelled. This is synonymous with the need for Unified Markup Language
(UML) to describe and model software systems. The need is reflected by the diversity of description
frameworks used across the field, leaving comparison of different models difficult. To address this
problem, we have been examining the use of bigraphical representations to describe IE problems and
design; this section provides a brief overview of bigraphs as a primer for later sections.
Bigraphs offer a way to diagrammatically describe and represent a system, so that it can be easily
understood by visual inspection, whilst simultaneously encoding structure and entity relationships [32].
This is all backed by mathematical principles that underpin the model and can be reasoned with robustly
if the additional detail is required. As the name suggests, a bigraph consist of two graphs (Figure 1a):
a place graph and a link graph. These two graphs share nodes. The place graph is restricted to being
a tree (no cycles) and is contained within a forest, whereas a link graph tends to be a hyper-graph
(a link can connect more than two objects) [33]. By representing both components of the bigraph in one
picture (Figure 1b), we can get an impression of object locations and connections simultaneously [34].
Figure 1. This figure shows the underlying bigraphs (a) containing the link graph and place
graph, respectively, and, then, the result of representing both the graphs in one picture (b).
The information nodes repsent differ based on context; in this particular instance S represents
a space, U represents a user and D represents a device.
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Bigraphical Reactive Systems introduced in [35] are a “general graphical semantical framework for
reactive systems unifying the feature of dynamic communication links introduced with the pi-calculus [36]
and the feature of mobile nested spatial structures introduced with the Mobile Ambients calculus [37]”.
Simply put, Bigraphical Reactive Systems are comprised of a set of bigraphs and a set of reaction rules,
which are used to reconfigure the bigraphs.
Bigraphs offer a simple understanding of newly introduced concepts and show possibilities for
specifying behaviours at more than one level of abstraction. In Figure 1, you can see that the nodes
in the graphs represent physical entities (people, spaces, iPads, etc.), but they also include the notion
of connections or communication. Figure 1b shows users connected to a device (which could be a user
typing on their iPad) and these devices connected to the space (which could show the wireless connection
to the space’s local area network). However, bigraphs can represent more than just the physical layer;
the nodes themselves can represent conceptual ideas, too, such as passwords, agents, bits of software,
etc. The idea of the nodes is to be quite general. This generality allows us to gain different perspectives
on all aspects of a system, whether it be how a user gains entry to a space or how the agents within a
space communicate with one another.
While bigraphs are a high-level, visual formal model, it is possible to break them down into their
algebraic form. To give an example of their use, Figure 2 shows a lecturer, Jenny, transitioning from
outside an IE to inside, using a persistent key (which, in this case, is a keypad on the wall next to
the door).
Figure 2. Jenny uses the keypad to gain entry into the iSpace. The dotted line represents
a region.
iSpace Jenny
Key
iSpace
Jenny Key
By simple inspection, these bigraphs are not very formal, but are designed to fit Milner’s vision for a
hierarchy-of-models [38]; thus, we need a mathematically precise description of what a bigraph is:
(V,E, ctrl, prnt, link) : 〈 k, X 〉 → 〈 m,Y 〉 (1)
whereV is a finite set of nodes, E is the set of hyperedges, ctrl is the control map that assigns controls to
the nodes, prnt is the parent map that defines tree structure (place graph) and link is the link graph that
defines the link structure [32].
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This definition can be used to describe Figure 2 as:
/ z.iSpacez |/z.(keyxz | jennyz)→/z.iSpacez(/z.jennyz ) |/y.(keyxy) (2)
The dotted lines in Figure 2 represent regions; a region allows the bigraph to give a notion of locality
for individual components (in this case, Jenny approaching the iSpace and uses the keypad on the wall
of the iSpace to gain entry). We can represent more than one locality within a single bigraph.
Figure 3 shows that you may have multiple regions contained within the same bigraph which, in turn,
means that the place graph will contain a forest of tree graphs, one for each region.
Figure 4 shows a scenario where Jenny is preparing a lecture in the iSpace, then physically travelling
to the iClass (where the iSpace and iClass are geographically distal).
In the real world, it is likely that these environments will contain more than just a few members or
a few devices; this could lead to the bigraphs becoming incredibly complex, very quickly. To counter
this, it is possible to abstract away the intricate details, while keeping the notion that the space contains
something. Consider that we wish to illustrate a member entering a space (as shown in Figure 5), but we
don’t need to know how the existing nodes within that environment are behaving. We can use a site to
convey that the space contains other nodes, which will persist over the reaction rule, but are not relevant
to the action performed. In Figure 5, there is a dotted square contained within S; this is the site. It
provides enough information to say that S contains other nodes, but these nodes are not of interest to us
in this reaction rule.
Figure 3. A user presents a key that enables an Intelligent Environment (IE) (the iSpace, in
this case) to verify the user session. Upon success, the user is granted access to the space
and the user profile is accessible directly from the trusted device. The encapsulated node TD
depicts the user’s trusted device.
Auth
Server
User
iSpace
Key
iSpace
User
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Figure 4. Jenny leaves the iSpace, walks over to the iClass and gets ready to use her
one-time-use key to gain entry to the iClass.
iClass
Key
iSpace Jenny
Key
iSpace Jenny
Key
iClass
Key
Figure 5. A reaction rule showing a member (M) entering a space (S).
               
   S M
               
   S
M
This section has provided a brief introduction to the basic bigraph concepts, such that the following
sections are more easily understood. The use of bigraphs as a formal model for application within the IE
field is an ongoing subject of research and is discussed at greater length in [39,40].
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4. MacroIE: Realising an LSIE through Composition
In order to realise the creation of an LSIE, new approaches are required in order to account
for scalability limitations of existing IE methods (from technical, security/privacy, management and
usability perspectives). To solve these scalability problems, we propose the concept of a MacroIE (The
word macro is used here as it is in the wider field of computer science—to define an input pattern that
will create a larger, more complex output [41])—a single LSIE that is composed from a set of smaller
IEs, rather than existing as a monolithic whole. This means each element of a MacroIE is autonomous,
distributed and self-governing. This is in contrast to the Monolithic IE, which attempts a top-down
approach to manage all the low-level details across the entire space.
Figure 6a shows the set of environments that are geographically co-located, but this need not be
the case; the environments can be distal or proximal. The connection between each environment is
electronic, so there is no requirement for them to be in the same campus, territory or, even, country.
It is entirely feasible to interconnect several IEs from different countries to form a MacroIE that spans
continents. Figure 6b illustrates that the regions represented in Figure 6a can be geographically sparse.
Figure 6. (a) Shows an Large-Scale Intelligent Environment (LSIE) that consists of a
network of smaller, individual Intelligent Environments (IEs); (b) shows that these individual
IEs have no requirement to be geographically co-located to be considered within a MacroIE.
Macro Intelligent Environment
IE1
IE2
IE3
IE5 IE4
IE6
(a)
UK UAESaudi Arabia
IE1 IE2 IE3
(b)
Let us consider an example in which an entire university campus is a MacroIE. Each department
within that university could contain several IEs. It is intended that a user can roam freely among the
component IEs that make up a MacroIE, while still enjoying technological transparency and continuity
of experience. This is, of course, subject to security restrictions and access rights.
This suggests that there are multiple perspectives to the model; the user perspective, management
perspective, and so on. The model is also designed to be dynamic, allowing individual environments
to be added/removed with relative ease (i.e., a MacroIE has a modular structure). This introduces some
interesting insights into the way security management would work; as each user may have a unique view
of the overall MacroIE, the traditional role-based security or user-based security models may not fit,
requiring an entirely new model to be created.
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Traditional computer systems authenticate a user at initial session login [42]. This model can also be
applied to an IE, requiring users to explicitly login, using some form of contextual credentials in order to
access the assets within that environment. By realising a MacroIE, the login session can be shared among
the component IEs, thus realising a continuity of experience without the obstructive need to create a new
session when the user changes context (transitions from one IE to another). This is a concept we call
FollowMe [43], as it enables a user profile to follow the user from place-to-place in an unobtrusive way.
A continuity of experience is thus achieved by a user having continuous access to their digital assets and
services, whilst also enjoying environment adaptation, where the spaces they inhabit are dynamically
adjusted according to preference and context.
FollowMe forms a critical part of the MacroIE functionality/behaviour and influences both design
and evaluation. We seek to realise FollowMe user profiles in an efficient, scalable and user-friendly
way, similar to the way in which a mobile phone can roam between different cells, whilst maintaining
minimal interruption to service. When a user roams between IEs, how does the environment obtain
the relevant information (environment preferences, authentication and authorisation details, available
applications) about that user? The abstraction of this problem is shown by the bigraph in Figure 7 and
described below.
Figure 7. The key is used by the user to gain access to the Intelligent Environment.
RepositoryAuthServer
User
iSpace
Key
iSpace User Repository
The abstract solution shown in Figure 7 shows that once a user has gained access to the space,
the profile for that user is acquired from somewhere and instantiated within that space. Although
not explicitly mentioned, security has a vital role in the MacroIE model; thus, we have used a key
to represent this security layer. This key could be any appropriate authorisation and authentication
solution (something you know (e.g., username/password), something you have (e.g. Radio-Frequency
Identification (RFID) tag) or something you are (biometrics) [44,45].) and is required by the user to gain
access to the space (the need for that key disappears once the user has gained entry, as shown by the
reaction rule).
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5. MacroIE Implementation
In this section, we propose three approaches to implementing the abstract MacroIE; the first relies
solely on the storage of user profiles in a cloud repository, the second relies on the use of a trusted device
that a user carries with them (for example, a mobile phone), and the final solution employs a combination
of the two (utilising both cloud and trusted device functionality).
5.1. Implementation A: Cloud Repository
Cloud computing is a term used to describe the delivery and/or consumption of computing services
over a network (usually the Internet) [46,47]. With cloud computing, the end user is not aware of the
location of the service, but is merely concerned with the quality of the service. By using a cloud-based
approach to store FollowMe user profiles, an authenticated user session will grant permission for an IE
to retrieve certain portions of the user profile and instantiate them within the IE. As shown in Figure 8,
the notion of some form of key is still required to identify the user and either trigger a login or session
transfer. Upon success, the reaction rule shows that the key and authentication server play no further
role. Each individual component in Figure 8 is shown to be contained within separate regions [48], but
it is possible for them to be contained within the same region.
Figure 8. A user presents a key that enables an IE (the iSpace, in this case) to verify the user
session by communicating with an authentication server. Upon success, the user is granted
access to the space, and the user profile is accessible from the user profile repository.
User
Profile
Repository
Auth
Server
User
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Key
iSpace User
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Take this example: Jenny is a lecturer at the University of Essex. She is currently working in the
iSpace preparing her next lecture. The time approaches for her to present the lecture, and so, she leaves
the iSpace; everything she has been working on is being uploaded and stored in the cloud as she walks
to the iClassroom. When she arrives at the iClassroom, she gains entry by waving her RFID tag over the
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reader, prompting her profile be downloaded from the cloud, which recognises her status as the teacher
and automatically adjusts the lights in the classroom for teaching mode. She pulls up the lecture slides
she was previously working on in the iSpace and is almost immediately prepared for the students to
arrive in the classroom.
This scenario immediately presents some potential issues that will need to be resolved; if a connection
cannot be established to the server, how can the user be authenticated and the profile made accessible?
Does the environment load a blank profile locally and attempt to synchronise at given intervals?
The use of formal methods to model, discover and solve these problems is therefore essential in the
design process.
Of course, a cloud-based user-repository can be used for far more than simply storing, syncing and
serving user profiles as static data packages; one of the more useful benefits of using a cloud-based
approach is that it can be used as a scalable resource to host the execution of applications and deliver
services remotely. The effect of this would manifest in each IE that the user visits (through service
delivery). These services would be synonymous with the services provided by the space itself; the
user would be unaware of what was providing the services, just that the services are available for
consumption. One such function could be a messaging service; take the previous example of our lecturer,
Jenny. Fellow lecturer Ingrid wishes to contact Jenny immediately but does not know where she is. The
server would know which—if any—IE Jenny was currently active in and, providing Ingrid was also in a
similar environment, she could send a message to Jenny via the server—acting as a simple routing host.
Perspectives of the MacroIE were mentioned earlier, and this holds true for the services; as a simple
user, the instant messaging service would allow communication between all their friends, but from a
management point of view it would be possible to see who is active in which space. This is similar to
how instant messaging traditionally works, but illustrates how the cloud server could be used as more
than just a file repository. This leads into the concept of one’s entire presence following them around the
MacroIE, their preferences, their documents, communications...the possibilities are endless!
5.2. Implementation B: Trusted Device
A trusted device is a personal device that the user would carry around with them the majority of the
time and have a level of ownership over to entrust certain rights. The most obvious current example
would be a smart-phone, given their ubiquity in society and ability to run powerful applications. This
trusted device would contain all the relevant information about the user on the device itself; upon
successful user authentication, the environment would then retrieve the information from the device via
an ad hoc network connection. This method has the advantage of not requiring an external connection
(or a complex network), thus being ideal for remote locations, where a strong internet connection is not
available (e.g., the International Space Station).
Figure 8 shows that the user still requires a key to gain entry to the IE (that could be verified against
an authentication server or could be based on certificate validation). Advances in mobile technology
(particularly Near Field Communications (NFC)) mean that the trusted device could be used to also
present the key.
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We go back to our lecturer, Jenny. Again, she is working in the iSpace, ready for her lecture in the
iClassroom. This time when she leaves the iSpace for the classroom, the information is stored on her
trusted device (which, in this case, is her smartphone). She is logged out of the iSpace when her trusted
device is out of range of the environment (either the environment’s local area network or some location
system, such as Ubisense). On the way to the classroom, Jenny makes changes on the trusted device
that affect her profile. When she comes into range of the classroom, the trusted device automatically
connects to the network and sends a handshake message; if accepted, she will be logged into the space
and granted access. As before, the information will be pulled off the device (including the new changes),
and she will be ready to teach.
This presents some potential issues that will need to be resolved. In an ideal situation, every member
would have the exact same trusted device, but in reality, the fragmentation of smartphone devices is
somewhat prevalent in the consumer market, so it is of utmost importance that a suitable standard be
established for this kind of interaction.
5.3. Implementation B: Hybrid
While there are situations in which each of the two previous implementation approaches are best
suited, a hybrid approach could address the majority of use-cases and do so in a way that addresses the
respective shortcomings.
Figure 9 shows that the user requires a key to gain entry to the IE. The reaction rule shows that once
the user is authenticated, the space has an active connection to both the trusted device and the user profile
repository. This allows access to both a user profile and cloud-hosted services.
Figure 9. A user presents a key that enables an Intelligent Environment (the iSpace, in this
case) to verify the user session. Upon success, the user is granted access to the space, and the
user profile is accessible from both the trusted device (TD) and the user profile repository.
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This hybrid approach provides a more complete system, as it inevitably cuts out some of the problems
presented. The intent behind this approach is to use the trusted device to perform session-authentication
and to store part of the user profile (for example, the more frequently used and static content), while the
remainder is accessible from the cloud-based repository. The hybrid approach also permits the use of
cloud infrastructure to host the execution of services and deliver them to the local user IE. By using this
approach, a more efficient and fault tolerant experience can be delivered to the end-user.
6. Experimental Results
This section presents the results derived from initial experiments with prototype cloud and
trusted device implementations. Each prototype provides functionality for the storage and retrieval of
Extensible Markup Language (XML) encoded user profiles. Repetition was used to collect 100 samples
for each experiment, where each sample records the amount of time required to acquire the user profile
from the respective repository (cloud or trusted device-based). While there are several other metrics that
we are also interested in, these initial experiments reflect the extremely important user requirement that
these environments operate in a robust and real-time fashion.
The trusted device implementation was built using an iPhone 4 (running iOS 5.1.1) and written
in Objective-C, with an SQLite database to store the XML encoded user profiles. An Android
implementation has also been developed and tested, producing results consistent with the iPhone. An
application was developed to perform user authentication by sending encrypted credentials (a unique
token from the device, which is registered to the user profile); the environment checks that the token is
valid and, upon success, authenticates the user assigned to that token in the environment. This is not
the most efficient method of performing authentication, especially as there are many use cases where
this would not work; but for the proof-of-concept experimentation, it was adequate. Figure 10 shows a
simple UML sequence diagram showing the abstract authentication method of both the trusted device
and the cloud server.
Figure 10. Unified Markup Language (UML) sequence diagram of the user authentication
in an environment.
Environment 
Serveruser Auth method
checkCred ()
Send Credential
Return result
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All experiments were conducted in the Essex iSpace and iClassroom [29,49]. The two
implementations were identical in functionality, with the trusted device implementation having an
additional module to perform dynamic discovery (this was done via the UPnP protocol). By comparison,
the network address of the cloud server was hardcoded into the IE software (for the sake of simplicity).
When recording the execution times, the broadcast and discovery of the trusted device was not taken into
account. The results for the trusted device experiments can be seen in Figure 11 below and show a good
cluster between 18 and 28 ms; in terms of ensuring that the environment would adapt quickly to a user’s
presence, this is certainly acceptable.
Figure 11. Scatter graph showing the raw results from the trusted device experiments.
However, after each run of 20 samples, there is an abnormally high result. This was always the
first execution of the device; we can account for these erroneous results due to software libraries being
loaded, memory initialisation and network related delays. If we drop the top and bottom five percent of
the results, the remainder lie between 18 and 28 ms (as shown in Figure 12). This results in an average
time of 20 ms for the trusted device—with a standard deviation of 0.004—proving that the results are
very consistent.
Figure 12. Scatter graph showing the results with the erroneous data points removed.
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The results of the cloud-based experiments are consistent with the performance of the trusted device;
however, in the case of the cloud repository, these times are spread over a wider range than the
trusted device with an average time of 46 ms, spread over a standard deviation of 0.17, which is
considerably larger than the deviation of the trusted device. This is attributed to the fact the user
profile was being sent over a larger network (the Internet) in comparison to the trusted device (that
was connected to the local network). Figure 13 illustrates this. As with Figure 12, the upper and lower
five percent of the results were removed from Figure 13.
Figure 13. Scatter graph showing the sparse results of the cloud-based implementation
experiments.
The cloud server was based around a Jersey server implementation (The Jersey framework implements
the Java API for RESTful Web Services (JAX-RS) reference, but also provides its own Application
Programming Interface (API) that extends the toolkit). This was supplemented by a simple MySQL
database to allow the user profiles to persist between transactions. More technical information about the
cloud server solution can be found in [50].
An overlay of the results from Figure 13 with Figure 12 is shown in Figure 14. It is clear that the
performance of the trusted device solution is superior, as reflected by the quicker average performance
time (23 ms vs. 46 ms respectively) and consistently performing within a tighter margin (highlighted by
the standard deviation of the two; 0.004 and 0.17, respectively, again).
However, the results presented exclude the dynamic-discovery overhead incurred by the UPnP
framework required to find the trusted device on the network. Figure 15 shows another overlay of the
cloud and trusted device results, but this time, the trusted device results include the overhead incurred
by dynamic-discovery. It is plain to see that the results are now similar, as reflected by the new average
and standard deviation for the trusted device; 35 ms and 0.16, respectively. While the trusted device still
performs faster on average, the spread of these results is very similar to that of the cloud server. This is
an inherent problem of using a dynamic-discovery mechanism to locate resources at runtime [51] and
provides an indication for an area of improvement in the trusted device implementation.
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Figure 14. Scatter graph showing both the trusted device and cloud results.
Figure 15. Scatter graph showing both the cloud and full trusted device results.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
As work in the field of Intelligent Environments continues towards large-scale real-world deployment,
there is a clear and present need to not only solve the technical problems, but to also address the
issues surrounding description and modelling of such systems. Through our numerous works, we are
investigating these problems, whilst also remaining cognisant as to the critical nature of usability and
social acceptance. This paper has introduced the area of Large-Scale Intelligent Environments (LSIE),
in general, and has provided an introduction to the use of bigraphs as a formal method for description
and modelling. We have also introduced the MacroIE model as a proposed solution to the scalability
problems surrounding LSIE realisation. To provide some context to this model, we have also described
implementation strategies, built two prototypes and provided experimental results regarding performance
times of those prototypes.
The results that we have presented are promising and help identify the benefits of the implemented
solutions, whilst also enabling us to select parts of the solution that need optimisation.
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In addition to the many scalability benefits of the MacroIE model, it also addresses a key real-world
problem of heterogeneity—the model is not concerned about the specific implementation of each
individual IE, but relies on encapsulation to abstract an IE into a homogeneous user profile API. We
are currently updating our experimental labs to conform to this model, so that we may conduct more
in-depth studies beyond the proof-of-concept work reported here. We hope that this will enable us to
verify and refine the model, whilst also allowing us to establish some best practices (in particular, which
implementations work best under which circumstances).
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